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(57) ABSTRACT 

A glove adapted for a motorcyclist Who is Wearing a helmet 
Correspondence Address: With a visor wherein a pouch of cleaning ?uid is positioned on 
THOMTE LAW OFFICE’ L‘L‘C‘ the cuff portion of the glove and Which is able to supply 
2120 5' 72ND STREET’ SUITE 1111 cleaning ?uid to at least one of ?rst and second layers of 
OMAHA, NE 68124 (Us) ?exible material positioned on the glove. The ?rst ?exible 

layer is secured to the glove at the juncture of the thumb 
portion and index ?nger portion of the glove While the second 

(21) APP1- NO-I 12/004,911 layer of ?exible material is positioned on the glove on the 
index ?nger portion so as to partially extend over the palm 
side portion of the glove and so as to extend partially over the 

(22) Filed: Dec. 21, 2007 back side portion of the glove. 
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GLOVE FOR A MOTORCYCLIST WEARING 
A HELMET WITH A VISOR 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] This invention relates to a glove for a motorcyclist 
Wearing a full faced helmet With a visor and more particularly 
to a glove Which may be used to clean the visor of the helmet 
Without the need for the motorcyclist to bring the motorcycle 
to a halt. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0004] Full faced helmets Which incorporate a visor pro 
vide a greater degree of facial protection than other helmet 
systems. HoWever many motorcyclists encounter insects and 
debris Which strike and smear the motorcyclist’s visor pre 
venting the rider from maintaining safe and optimal vision. 
Many motorcyclists Who Wish to incorporate the safety 
aspects of a full faced helmet travel long distances in remote 
locales Which lack services or are faced With high volumes of 
urban interstate traf?c Which make the exiting and entrance 
from tra?ic ?oW a haZardous endeavor. Thus, on many occa 
sions the motorcyclist may need to clean his/her helmet visor 
While moving especially of insects Whose acidic debris begin 
to dry almost immediately When coupled With heat and air 
?oW. Debris cannot be simply Wiped from the visor With a 
cloth or glove thereby making it necessary that some form of 
cleaning ?uid be utiliZed to clean the insects and debris from 
the helmet visor. Lastly, during the cleaning operation, the 
motorcyclist must take care so as not to obstruct his/her 
vision. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0005] A glove is disclosed Which is adapted to be Worn on 
the left hand of a motorcyclist Who is Wearing a helmet With 
a visor thereon. The glove includes a glove cuff portion, a 
glove thumb portion, glove ?nger portions including a glove 
index ?nger portion, a palm side and a backhand side. A ?rst 
layer of ?exible material is secured via VelcroTM to the glove 
so as to be positioned over the juncture of the glove thumb 
portion and the glove index ?nger. A second layer of ?exible 
material is secured to the glove so as to be positioned on the 
glove index ?nger portion. 
[0006] A ?exible cleaning ?uid pouch is positioned in a 
selectively closeable compartment provided on the glove cuff 
portion at the backhand side thereof. A ?uid conduit extends 
from the pouch to the second layer of ?exible material for 
selectively supplying cleaning ?uid to the layer of ?exible 
material. The ?uid conduit has a check valve imposed therein. 
When the motorcyclist desires to clean his/her helmet visor, 
the motorcyclist compresses the pouch to force cleaning ?uid 
through the ?uid conduit and a check valve imposed therein to 
the second layer of ?exible material. The motorcyclist may 
then move his/ her glove over the helmet visor in a manner so 
that the layers of ?exible material Will clean the insects or the 
like from the visor Without obstructing the motorcyclist’s 
vision. 
[0007] It is therefore a principal object of the invention to 
provide a glove Which is adapted to be Worn on the left hand 
of a motorcyclist Who is Wearing a helmet With a visor thereon 
With the glove being adapted to be used to Wipe or clean 
foreign materials from the visor on the helmet. 
[0008] A further obj ect of the invention is to provide a glove 
of the type described Which includes a ?exible pouch Which 
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contains cleaning ?uid Which is in communication With a 
layer of ?exible material so as to supply cleaning ?uid 
thereto. 
[0009] Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
glove of the type described Which is convenient to use and 
Which does not affect the vision of the motorcyclist While 
cleaning the motorcyclist’s helmet visor. 
[0010] Still another object of the invention is to provide a 
glove of the type described Which does not interfere With the 
normal use of the motorcyclist’s left hand Which controls the 
clutch of the motorcycle. 
[0011] These and other objects Will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] FIG. 1 is a partial perspective vieW of a motorcyclist 
Who is Wearing a helmet With a visor thereon Which has been 
smeared With insects or the like; 
[0013] FIG. 2 is a partial exploded perspective vieW of the 
glove of this invention as seen from the palm side thereof; 
[0014] FIG. 3 is a perspective vieW of the glove of this 
invention as seen from the palm side thereof 
[0015] FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective vieW of the glove 
of this invention as seen from the backhand side thereof; and 
[0016] FIG. 5 is a perspective vieW illustrating a manner in 
Which a motorcyclist Who is Wearing the glove of this inven 
tion cleaning the visor of the helmet. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0017] The numeral 10 refers generally to a motorcyclist 
Wearing a helmet 12 including a visor 14. As seen in FIG. 1, 
the visor 14 may become smeared With insects or debris 16 
Which interfere With the vision of the motorcyclist. The glove 
of this invention is generally designated by the reference 
numeral 18 and is preferably a left-handed glove. 
[0018] The glove 18 includes a glove cuff portion 20, glove 
thumb portion 22, and glove ?nger portions 24 including a 
glove index ?nger portion 26. The glove 18 Will be described 
as including a palm side 28 and a backhand side 30. Glove 18 
is preferably constructed of a Waterproof material such as 
NeopreneTM or rubber. Glove cuff portion 20 includes an 
exterior/ interior compartment 32 formed therein at the back 
hand side 30 Which is selectively closeable by a ?ap 34 by 
VelcroTM hook and loop fasteners 35. The numeral 3 6 refers to 
a ?exible cleaning ?uid pouch Will contain cleaning ?uid 
therein and Which has a ?uid conduit 38 extending therefrom. 
Fluid conduit 38 is detachable and secured to a check valve 40 
Which imposed on ?uid conduit 42. The check valve 40 pre 
vents ?uid from ?oWing from the pouch 36 to the ?uid conduit 
42 until su?icient squeezing pressure has been imposed on 
the pouch 36 to force cleaning ?uid there through. 
[0019] The numeral 44 refers to a ?rst layer of ?exible 
material Which is secured to the glove 18 by any convenient 
means so as to be positioned over the juncture of the glove 
thumb portion 22 and the glove index ?nger portion 26 as 
illustrated in FIGS. 2-4. The layer of ?exible material 44 
partially extends over the palm side 28 of the glove 18 as 
illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3 and partially over the backhand 
side 30 of glove 18 as illustrated in FIG. 4. Layer 44 is 
preferably constructed of a material having a rough outer 
surface as illustrated by the reference numeral 46 in FIG. 2. 
Layer 44 is used to Wipe debris from the visor after ?uid is 
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applied by ?exible material 48. Layer 44 Will be attached via 
VelcroTM Which Will enable the rider to Wash or rinse accu 
mulated debris from layer 44 post riding. Glove 18 also has a 
second layer of ?exible material 48 secured thereto by any 
convenient means and positioned on the index ?nger 26 so as 
to partially extend over the palm side portion 28 of the glove 
as illustrated in FIG. 2 and so as to extend partially over the 
back side portion 30 as illustrated in FIG. 4. Layer 48 is also 
preferably comprised of a material such as terry cloth or the 
like and Which has a rough exterior surface referred to gen 
erally by the reference numeral 50 in FIG. 2. 
[0020] As seen in FIGS. 2 and 3, the ?exible ?uid conduit 
42 extends through the interior or over the exterior of the 
glove 18 to a position beneath the layer 48. It is preferred that 
the layers 44 and 48 be separate but they could be one con 
tinuous material if so desired. It is also preferred that the ?uid 
conduit 42 only be in communication With the underside of 
layer 48 but it may also be in communication With the under 
side of layer 44 if so desired. 
[0021] In use, the glove 18 is positioned on the left hand of 
the motorcyclist. The motorcyclist is then able to remove 
insects or the like from the visor 14 of the helmet 12 by 
positioning his/her gloved hand on the visor 14 so that the 
layers 44 and 48 are in contact With the exterior surface of the 
visor 14. The motorcyclist Would have previously com 
pressed the pouch 36 by pressing the glove 18 against the 
motorcyclist’s helmet, chest or other body portion to force 
cleaning ?uid through the conduit 38, check valve 40 and 
conduit 42 to supply cleaning ?uid to the layer 48 Which 
absorbs the cleaning ?uid. The motorcyclist then moves his/ 
her hand over the visor 14 to remove the insects therefrom, 
such as seen in FIG. 5. The removal process does not interfere 
With the vision of the motorcyclist since only a portion of the 
glove 18 is positioned on the exterior of the visor 14 at any 
time. 
[0022] Thus it can be seen that the glove of this invention 
accomplishes at least all of its stated objectives. 

1 claim: 
1. A glove adapted to be Worn on the hand of a motorcyclist 

Wearing a helmet With a visor thereon, comprising; 
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a glove cuff portion, a glove thumb portion, glove ?nger 
portions including a glove index ?nger portion, a palm 
side and a backhand side; 

a ?rst layer of ?exible material secured to the glove so as to 
be positioned over the juncture of said glove thumb 
portion and said glove index ?nger portion; 

a second layer of ?exible material secured to said glove so 
as to be positioned on said glove index ?nger portion 
adjacent said glove thumb portion; 

a ?exible cleaning ?uid pouch secured to said glove cuff 
portion; 

and a ?uid conduit extending from said pouch to at least the 
second layer of ?exible material for selectively supply 
ing cleaning ?uid to said second layer of ?exible mate 
rial to enable the motorcyclist to clean foreign material 
from the visor of the helmet by moving the glove so as to 
Wipe said ?rst and second layers of ?exible material 
across the visor. 

2. The glove of claim 1 Wherein a normally closed check 
valve is imposed in said ?uid conduit Which normally pre 
vents the ?oW of ?uid from said pouch to said second layer of 
?exible material. 

3. The glove of claim 1 Wherein said layers of ?exible 
material have a roughened outer surface. 

4. The glove of claim 1 Wherein said layers of ?exible 
material are comprised of a moisture absorbent material. 

5. The glove of claim 1 Wherein said glove portions are 
comprised of a Waterproof material. 

6. The glove of claim 1 Wherein said ?rst layer of ?exible 
material partially extends over said palm side and said back 
hand side. 

7. The glove of claim 1 Wherein said second layer of ?ex 
ible material partially extends over said backhand side and 
said palm side. 

8. The glove of claim 1 Wherein said glove cuff portion 
includes a selectively closeable compartment and Wherein 
said pouch is selectively removable from said closeable com 
partment. 

9. The glove of claim 8 Wherein said selectively closeable 
compartment is positioned at saidbackhand side of said glove 
cuff portion 


